**Designation of Farnham as “WCC-World Craft City”**

World Crafts Council received an application for the title of “World Craft City” from Farnham in 2019. After the evaluation had been authorized by the WCC Presidency, the evaluation reports of the Jurors were passed on to the WCC Executive Board who decided to designate the city of Farnham as a “World Craft City”.

From the application submitted to WCC, it is clear that craft is deeply rooted in the society of Farnham and that it plays an integral part in both industry and community. Farnham is expected to fulfill its commitment to the title of World Craft City, to expand its international exchanges, work and communicate with other cities of the Crafts City network to cooperate in providing a common platform for the world craftspeople.

Congratulations to Farnham for being designated as WCC-World Craft City.
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